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• exploring how we can support students’ emergent literacy 

skills by focusing on oral storytelling through a variety of 

genres, activities and mentor texts 

Strategies, resources and ideas for:

Today we are exploring…

theory 
practice 
active engagement

Using a balance of



Why is Talk Important?
✓Talk provides a window into student thinking 

✓ Talk supports robust learning by boosting memory, providing 
richer associations, and supporting language development

Adapted from - Talk Science Primer by Sarah Michaels & Cathy O’Connor: TERC (Technical Education Research Centers) 

✓Talk supports deeper reasoning and encourages students 
to reason with evidence 

✓Talk primes students in scientific thinking 

✓Talk supports the development of social skills and 
encourages risk-taking with huge payoffs for learning

If they can’t say it, they won’t be able to read or write it.  
- Marie Clay

https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf


✓ develops strong listening skills 

✓ builds vocabulary 

✓ enhances memory recall 

✓ builds community 

✓ students create pictures in their heads while listening

Benefits of Oral Storytelling

Oregon Association for the Education of Young Children

https://www.oraeyc.org/single-post/2019/11/23/nature-as-inspiration-for-oral-storytelling-with-preschoolers


Why Use Storytelling?

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott

Stories give a firm basis for the 
learning of language

Learn new 
vocabulary

Words are 
said in 

context

Connection 
between 
speaking 

and 
listening

Words are 
used in 

different 
ways



Why Use Storytelling?

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott

Stories form relationships 

Provide 
connection 
between 

storyteller 
and listener

Learn 
what is 

important 
to students

Students 
see that 

their voice 
is valued

Students 
come to see 
educators 

as real 
people 



Write ONE of 
your story ideas 
in the chat box 

but DON’T press 
enter until the 
music stops.

Activity Time!

Where Do We Find Stories?

Adapted from - The Teacher Couple - Ralph Tells a Story Activities

Think of all the places where something has happened to you - that could become a story! 

Brainstorm ideas by drawing or writing about it. 

To and from school: At the park or outside:

With my friends: With my family:

On vacation: In the community (movies, library, shops…) 



Students Learn By Talking

Talking represents each student’s thinking.  

We engage students in conversation that is grounded 

in a variety of texts - those that students read, hear 

read aloud, or write - and that expands their ability to 

comprehend ideas and use language to share thinking.

From - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum  Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell



Personal Stories

Action Chants

Making Up New Stories

Different kinds of Storytelling

Working with Picture Books

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott



Buddy Book 
Walk

use language to describe their experiences 

own these stories

cannot be corrected

work their memory muscle when telling stories

Students feel confident with their own stories -  
they know them inside out.  

Students:

Personal Stories

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott



Buddy Book 
Walk

Incidents - encountering hardship, finding help, 
overcoming difficulties

A main character - a person, creature, or even an object

A task - delivering a gift, solving a problem, obtaining.       
an object

A resolution - problem solved, happiness secured,            
quest fulfilled 

Recipe for creating a story  

Basic Ingredients:

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott

Making Up New Stories



Buddy Book 
Walk

can be repeated many times over

simple stories 

students can join in or retell

students can add or revise the stories 

Like nursery rhymes, with which they share many 
characteristics, they are often best done orally and 
from memory.

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott

Action Chants



Buddy Book 
Walk

choose stories that they are most interested in

retell the story in their own words

change endings or details of the story

describe beginning, middle, and end of a story

Picture book stories are funny, surprising, or scary - 
they evoke emotion. 

Students can:

From - Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott

Working with Picture Books



You are going to reflect on and discuss the Different Kinds 
of Storytelling together with your breakout group:

Breakout Rooms

How can you use these different kinds of storytelling to 
develop your students’ oral language and storytelling skills?

Personal Stories Action ChantsMaking Up Stories Picture Books

*5 minutes

Be ready to share your reflections in the chat box 
when we come back together as a large group…



Talk Time and Oral Storytelling

…and then 
what 

happened?

The dragon 
almost got 

me!

LT
3:45



✓ Talk time starts with a talking circle and a simple story 
‣ Amy went to the park this weekend. 
‣ Slowly build on it with the class, throughout the week

✓ Students get the chance to 
‣ say a story themselves, and 
‣ hear the story being told over & over again, with the same language

Talk Time and Oral Storytelling

From - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

provides scaffolded support as 
students build confidence with 
oral storytelling and language



Buddy Book 
Walk

they can problem solve through play

their story is worth telling and sharing

there is no wrong way to tell a story

they can invite friends in to listen and engage  
in their story

Story workshop invites children to think, imagine, design, 
and create when given purposeful materials. 

Students know that:

From -Opal School 

Story Workshop

https://opalschool.org/
https://opalschool.org/


Open-ended Story Workshop

Minimal educator direction 
listening, observing, and questioning 

What story does this tell?



Topic Focused Story Workshop

Moderate educator direction 
providing specific material, creating experiences, and questioning 

What story does this tell?



video

Read Aloud: Idea Jar Making Up New Stories



Using one or more of the following ideas,  

come up with a plot for a story.

Share your story plot in the Chat Box, but don’t 
press ENTER until the music ends. 

Activity Time

a magic shell

a surprise delivery a new neighbour

a secret cave



Using “Sit Spots” in Nature

Oregon Association for the Education of Young Children

Storytelling Inspired by Natural Observations

✓self-selected spots that students can return to many times 

✓promotes careful observation and reflection

✓stories can be factual or imaginary, or a blend of both 

✓stories can blend what they’re seeing in the natural world 
with their own lives - e.g. maybe that spider has soccer practice later

✓students might imagine what plants or animals are thinking or 
feeling; what would they say if they could talk? 

✓repeated visits to these sit spots can also highlight changes in 
the seasons and how these plants and animals are impacted

https://www.oraeyc.org/single-post/2019/11/23/nature-as-inspiration-for-oral-storytelling-with-preschoolers


✓ Choose one photo  

✓What story do you imagine taking place there? 

✓Write your ideas in the ChatBox

Activity Time!



Imagining Story Possibilities Read Aloud



Buddy Book 
Walk

When children tell their own stories, 
they practice grammar and learn how 

to create tone and theme.  
Storytelling is a social activity.  

Children must recognize the needs of 
their audience and adjust their 

vocabulary choices, plot, and pacing for 
maximum understanding – and a 

positive reaction. 

Oregon Association for the Education of Young Children

https://www.oraeyc.org/single-post/2019/11/23/nature-as-inspiration-for-oral-storytelling-with-preschoolers


Info Links

more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

Videos

Sources

Engaging Children in Storytelling

Books

Talk Science Primer by Sarah Michaels & Cathy O’Connor: TERC (Technical Education Research Centers) 

Opal School

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

The Teacher Couple - Ralph Tells a Story Activities

Storytelling and Story-Reading in Early Years - Medlicott

Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis &  
The Reading and Writing Project

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Educlips Presenter Media Storyblocks

Oregon Association for the Education of Young Children

Three Year Old Claire Tells a Story

Brad Montague - A Balloon’s Story

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUlNhdoESGgcZVtcqKI3PGQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUlNhdoESGgcZVtcqKI3PGQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUlNhdoESGgcZVtcqKI3PGQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZmIUNYXLe8
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://inquiryproject.terc.edu/shared/pd/TalkScience_Primer.pdf
https://opalschool.org/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Ralph-Tells-a-Story-Reading-and-Writing-Activities-1509266
https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/EduClips
http://www.presentermedia.com/
https://www.storyblocks.com/stock-image
https://www.oraeyc.org/single-post/2019/11/23/nature-as-inspiration-for-oral-storytelling-with-preschoolers
https://youtu.be/jBVDiz-LY7w
https://youtu.be/Rf_n1iT0ePg
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